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Abstract
Longitudinal studies that collect repeated measurements on the same subjects over time have long
been considered as being more powerful and providing much better information on individual
changes than cross-sectional data. We propose a three-level linear mixed-effects model for testing
genetic main effects and gene-age interactions with longitudinal family data. The simulated Genetic
Analysis Workshop 16 Problem 3 data sets were used to evaluate the method. Genome-wide
association analyses were conducted based on cross-sectional data, i.e., each of the three single-
visit data sets separately, and also on the longitudinal data, i.e., using data from all three visits
simultaneously. Results from the analysis of corona r ya r t e r yc a l c i f i c a t i o np h e n o t y p es h o w e dt h a t
the longitudinal association tests were much more powerful than those based on single-visit data
only. Gene-age interactions were evaluated under the same framework for detecting genetic effects
that are modulated by age.
Background
There is considerable evidence suggesting that genetic
effects are modulated by age on some common complex
traits. For systolic blood pressure, Rao and colleagues
demonstrated age trends in familial effects [1-3]. The
effect of apo-E genotype on lipid levels was shown to be
age-dependent [4]. More recently, Lasky-Su et al.
demonstrated the importance of gene-age interactions
in replication studies of genome-wide association
results [5]. They showed that the replication of a
single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) associated with
body mass index (BMI) was successful only when gene-
age interaction was incorporated in the analysis. At a
methodological level, longitudinal studies that collect
repeated measurements on the same subjects over time
have long been considered as being more powerful and
providing much better information on individual
changes than cross-sectional ones. Linear mixed-effects
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longitudinal data. In genetic association analysis, mixed-
effects models were used to account for the familial
correlation among phenotypes collected from the same
pedigree [7]. It was shown by simulations [8] that such
regression-type association test is more powerful than
the classical transmission-disequilibrium-based tests [9].
On the other hand, longitudinal family data is still less
exploited. With repeated measurements on family
members, phenotypes are typically correlated across
both time and pedigree members. In this work, we
applied a three-level hierarchical mixed-effects model in
analyzing family-based longitudinal data. Association
tests of genetic main effect as well as gene-age interac-
tions were formulated under the same framework. We
used the simulated phenotype data sets provided by the
Genetic Analysis Workshop 16 (GAW16) Problem 3 and
had the answers [10] when conducting the analyses.
Methods
For a quantitative trait, phenotype of the i
th individual
from a family measured at the j
th visit can be modeled in
general as
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where b0 is the mean after accounting for covariate and
genetic effects, and Aij represents the age of the i
th
individual at the j
th visit. The first three terms model the
trait as a quadratic function of age at a population level,
higher order terms or any other functional forms can
also be applied if the phenotype so suggests. The fourth
terms models the genetic main effect, where the
measured genotype gi can be coded as dominant,
additive, or recessive according to different biometric
model assumptions. The fifth and sixth terms are the
linear and quadratic interactions between age and
genetic effects. The random effect term aij accounts for
familial as well as inter-visit correlations, and the last
term stands for the residual, which is assumed to be
independent and identically normally distributed. In
longitudinal family-based studies, repeated measure-
ments taken within a pedigree are correlated in a more
complicated fashion compared with cross-sectional
family studies or longitudinal studies of unrelated
individuals. Repeated measurements for the same
individual are temporally correlated; measurements on
related individuals at each time are subject to familial
correlation. More generally, measurements of related
individuals at different time points are correlated as well,
mostly due to the familial correlation.
Assuming independence among families, the variance-
covariance matrix of marginal distribution of
phenotypes is of dimension MN × MN for a family
with M individuals and N repeated measurements. To
model the variance-covariance matrix efficiently, we can
exploit the structure of longitudinal family data from
two distinct perspectives. One is to generalize the two-
level linear mixed-effects model for cross-sectional
family data [7] and treat the longitudinal family data
as measurements repeated in two dimensions. The full
variance-covariance matrix can be modeled as a Kro-
necker product of two variance-covariance matrices with
dimensions M×Mand N×N ,r e s p e c t i v e l y .T h ef i r s to n e
models the correlation across family members and the
other across visits. This is mathematically equivalent to
modeling the random effect aij such that
Ev e c v e c
T
visit family {( )( ) } , aa ij ij =⊗ ΣΩ (2)
where vec() stacks the columns of {aij}t of o r mal o n g
vector, and Σvisit and Ωfamily represent temporal and
familial variance-covariance matrices, respectively.
Alternatively, we could view the repeated measurements
first cluster at the individual level and individuals as
further cluster within families. Three-level mixed-effects
models have been developed to model data with such
hierarchical structures [11]. In this case, random effect aij
could be modeled as the sum of two random effect
terms
ab c ij j =+, (3)
where b represents familial effect and cj models the visit
effect within a family. The second order moment of
random effects aij is then modeled as
Ev e c v e c
T
visit {( )( ) } , aa ij ij MN M =+ ⊗ 11
2 ϕ Σ
where 1MN and 1M are matrices with 1 as elements and of
dimension MN × MN and M × M, respectively.
With the simulated GAW 16 Problem 3 data sets we
focused on the coronary artery calcification (CAC)
phenotype for methodological evaluations. PROC
MIXED in the computer program SAS was applied for
likelihood-ratio tests. More details and examples of
modeling individual growth within clusters using linear
mixed-effects models may be found in Singer [12]. CAC
phenotype was first transformed using a square root
function, then adjusted by polynomial function of age
separately within sex groups. The residuals were stan-
dardized to have a mean of zero and a variance of one.
S k e w n e s sa n dk u r t o s i sw e r ee v a l u a t e dt om e a s u r e
deviations from normality. Genotype data from the
Affymetrix 50 k chip were used for genome-wide
association tests. SNPs were filtered for quality control
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5%, p-values of Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium test were
smaller than 10
-6, or call rates less than 95%, SNPs were
removed.
Results
To evaluate the two linear random-effects models, we
applied the first replication of the simulated phenotype
data. No structure on temporal correlations were
assumed for both the models with Kronecker and
hierarchical three-level structures (i.e., unstructed
3 × 3 matrices were used), and a compound symmetric
structure was assumed for the familial correlations. The
tests of main effects were based on testing the fourth
term b3gi in the model using likelihood ratio approach
without any gene-age interaction terms. For additive
model, it tests whether b3 = 0, and for genotype model
it tests a factor with three levels. Akaike information
criterion (AICs) were computed with subjects that have
no missing genotype data. The -log(p-value) and AICs
are presented in Table 1, which shows that the fitness
measure of the two models are very close and that the
three-level model has slightly lower AIC than the
Kronecker model. p-Values of the tests with the two
models are in general comparable, while hierarchical
three-level model tends to yield slightly more signifi-
cant results. In terms of computational complexity, the
three-level model took about three seconds for each
model fitting on a Pogo Linux sever with two AMD
Opteron 270 2.0-GHz dual core central processing units
and 4 GB memory, and the Kronecker model took about
five minutes. Unless specified, all results are based on
the three-level mixed-effects model in the rest of the
paper.
Genome-wide association tests were conducted based on
the first replication of CAC phenotype data set and 50 k
genotype data set. Longitudinal data with three visits
were applied to genotype test and test assuming additive
disease model. The most significant finding from the
additive model test involved SNP rs17714718 (p-value
of 7.05 × 10
-7), which is also the only one that passes the
Bonferroni-adjusted significance level (10
-6). This SNP is
one of the five major-gene SNPs of CAC known as τ2,
while other major-gene SNPs were not detected. The
most significant SNP from the genotype test is rs213952
(p-value > 10
-16), which is also a major gene SNP of CAC
(τ5). The second significant SNP, rs17714718, also the
top SNP from additive model test, has a p-value of 3.76 ×
10
-6, which is slightly larger than the Bonferroni adjusted
significance level. A plot of the -log(p-values) for the
additive model test is shown in Figure 1.
To compare the longitudinal analysis with cross-sec-
tional ones, a two-level mixed-effects model [7], which
modeled the familial clustering with a compound
Table 1: Major-gene SNP tests with the first replication of the simulated GAW16 data using linear mixed-effects models with
Kronecker and hierarchical structures
UN+CS
a UN⊗CS
b
Major gene SNP AIC -Log P1
c -Log P2
d AIC -Log P1 -Log P2
τ1 rs6743961 34355.67 0.03 0.12 34356.60 0.00 0.01
τ2 rs17714718 34365.19 5.42 6.15 34365.66 4.88 5.63
τ3 rs1894638 34352.03 0.23 0.04 34352.82 0.24 0.06
τ4 rs1919811 34354.41 0.02 0.11 34355.51 0.47 0.07
τ5 rs213952 34372.39 >16 0.21 34373.04 >16 0.29
aMixed-effects model with three-level hierarchical structure.
bMixed-effects model with Kronecker structure.
cP1, p-values of genotype tests.
dP2, p-values of additive model tests.
Figure 1
Genome-wide association scan of CAC with the first
replication of the simulated GAW16 data assuming
additive model.
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visit data using the first replication of the simulated
phenotype data. Due to the space limitation, genome-
wide results were not presented. In summary, no
genome-wide significant results were found in additive
model tests. For the genotype test, rs213952 (τ5) passed
the significance level in all three cross-sectional tests. A
few SNPs appeared to be genome-wide significant in the
genotype test, which are likely false-positive results. For
example, SNP rs213952 has a p-value of 2.65 × 10
-7 and
rs9616496 has a p-value of 7.23 × 10
-7 when tested
with the second visit data set. In Table 2 we listed the
-log(p-values) for testing rs17714718 (τ2) and rs213952
(τ5) under different scenarios. Results from the long-
itudinal tests are generally more significant than those
from cross-sectional tests.
To further compare the power of the two types of tests,
we tested rs17714718 (τ2) with all 200 replications of
phenotype data sets provided in the GAW16 Problem 3.
Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) was plotted with
empirical power as the y axis and nominal type 1 error
as the x axis, where the latter was derived from
thresholds and nominal distributions of the test
statistics. Figure 2 illustrates the ROC curve for the
tests with longitudinal and single-visit data sets assum-
ing additive model. It can be seen that the longitudinal
test with phenotypes from all the three visits is much
more powerful than each cross-sectional tests. The test
based on data from Visit 3 appears to be more
significant than that from Visit 2; similarly, the test
with Visit 2 data is more significant than that with Visit 1
data. This is exactly within expectation because CAC
builds over time and the phenotype was simulated in
such a way that genetic effect sizes are larger as age
increases [10]. According to Table 1 in Kraja et al. [10],
the average age of subjects in Visit 3 is 10 years older
than that in Visit 2, which is again 10 years older than
that in Visit 1. The ROC curve for the genotype test
showed similar pattern, and was not included in the
paper due to space limitation. We continued to test
possible linear and quadratic gene-age interactions, but
no significant results were found.
We examined quantile-quantile (QQ) plots of the
genome-wide test statistics against their nominal dis-
tributions, which were shown in Figure 3. The QQ plot
of longitudinal test with additive model was plotted
versus a chi-square distribution with one degree of
freedom. The distribution deviates from the expected
one, and the genomic inflation factor is 1.12. For the
genotype test, the inflation factor was found to be 1.08.
Population substructure is a typical cause for inflated
QQ plot in real data analysis. To examine null
distributions of the test statistics, we simulated a set of
null phenotypes. The null phenotypes within a family
were simulated to be both correlated across family
members and visits; compound symmetric structure was
used for two types of correlation. Familial correlation
was assumed to be 0.2 and inter-visit correlation for each
individual was 0.6. No genetic effect was simulated in
the phenotype. The QQ plot of the test for additive
model with the simulated null phenotypes is shown in
Figure 4. The tests statistics are now aligned with their
nominal distributions quite well, and the inflation factor
Table 2: Association tests of τ2 and τ5 with the first replication of the simulated GAW16 data using longitudinal and cross-sectional data
3 Visits Visit 1 Visit 2 Visit 3
Major gene SNP -Log P1
a -Log P2
b -Log P1 -Log P2 -Log P1 -Log P2 -Log P1 -Log P2
τ2 rs17714718 5.42 6.15 1.38 1.92 3.28 3.93 1.70 2.28
τ5 rs213952 >16 0.21 6.86 0.34 6.58 0.58 11.79 1.41
aP1, p-values of genotype tests.
bP2, p-values of tests of additive effects.
Figure 2
Receiver operating characteristic of testing τ2 with
200 replicates of the simulated GAW16 data
assuming additive model .
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to be 0.98.
Discussion
In the two linear mixed-effects models, familial correla-
tions were assumed to have a compound symmetric
structure, which is appropriate for pedigrees with first-
degree relative pairs only. For pedigrees with more
general relationships, such models may not be accurate
and can be further generalized by introducing kinship
matrix. Comparing the two linear mixed-effects models
with Kronecker and hierarchical structures, the first
implicitly treats each family as a single subject and
phenotypes are repeatedly measured across time as well
as across family members. In the three-level mixed-
effects model, individuals are the subjects and measure-
ments are repeated only across time while individuals
are nested in the familial clusters.
Results from the longitudinal analysis of the three-visit
phenotype data were found to be more significant
than those from cross-sectional ones. Out of the five
major-gene SNPs of CAC, association with rs17714718
(τ2) was detected only when using the longitudinal
data (p-value = 7.05 × 10
-7). SNP rs213952 (τ5)w e r e
found to be significant with both longitudinal and
cross-sectional data, and the former yielded the most
significant result (p-value > 10
-16). None of the other
major-gene SNPs were found to be significant.
According to the answer to GAW 16 Problem 3 [10],
τ1 was simulated to display only a minimal main
effect, τ2 displays a measurable additive main effect,
and τ3 and τ4 w e r es i m u l a t e dt ob ep u r e l ye p i s t a t i c
SNPs. Hence τ1, τ3,a n dτ4 were not significant when
testing of their main effects only.
QQ plots are widely used in genome-wide association
studies to measure credibility of the results. An inflated
distribution of the test statistic or p-value may indicate
possible defects in statistical analysis, e.g., population
substructure, loose genotype quality control, or inap-
propriate statistical method. One underlying assump-
tion of the argument is that the number of true
positives is small if there will be any, hence test
statistics from a genome-wide scan should represent an
empirical distribution of test statistics under the null
hypothesis. Inflation of the distribution should only
h a p p e ni nt h et a i ld u et ot h et r u e - p o s i t i v er e s u l t s ,n o t
for the whole distribution. In GAW16 Problem 3, no
effect of population substructures was simulated in any
phenotypes; inflated QQ plots, however, were still
observed. For a complex trait like CAC, which has
17 major-gene SNPs involved directly or indirectly and
2000 polygenes spread all over the 22 chromosomes,
such assumption may be worth examination. The effect
sizes of all of these 2017 SNPs are so small that they
may not be able to stand out at the tail of the
distribution. On the other hand, the SNPs are true
signals, and hence are more likely to have smaller
p-values than other null markers. Considering further
that each of these SNPs may be in linkage disequili-
brium with some other SNPs, it is possible that
Figure 3
Quantile-quantile plot of genome-wide longitudinal
association scan of CAC with the first replication of
the simulated GAW16 data assuming additive model.
Figure 4
Quantile-quantile plot of genome-wide longitudinal
association scan of self-simulated null phenotype data
assuming additive model.
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distributions simply due to the complexity of the
phenotype itself. In a recent genome-wide association
study of dyslipidemia [13] in which population
structure was adjusted using principal components,
inflated QQ plots were still shown near the tail (see
Figure 1 of the paper). As the title suggested,
dyslipidemia is indeed a polygenic trait.
CAC is probably the most complex phenotype in the
simulated GAW16 data set. All the major genes and
polygenes of high-density lipoprotein, low-density
lipoprotein, and triacylglyceride affect this phenotype
simultaneously. Medication, diet, gene-gene, and gene-
age interactions make it even more complex. In the
tests of linear and quadratic gene-age interactions, no
i n t e r a c t i o n sw e r ed e t e c t e df o ra n ym a j o ro rp o l y g e n e s
at a Bonferroni-corrected significance level. This may
due to small marginal effects of those major gene
SNPs. Also, some major gene SNPs have pure epistatic
effects only, which could significantly reduce the
power of test of genenotype-age interactions. In
addition, because the gene-age interaction was simu-
lated in a piece-wise linear fashion [10], this suggests
that simple tests of linear or quadratic gene-age
interactions may not be adequate. A function that
reflects the underlying interaction form more accu-
rately may be needed.
Conclusion
We applied two linear mixed-effects models to analyze
longitudinal family data provided by GAW16 Problem 3.
The models with Kronecker and hierarchical structures
yielded comparative performance in terms of goodness
of fit and significance of theirs results. Longitudinal test
that jointly analyze repeated phenotypes were found to
be much more powerful than tests based on cross-
sectional data only. Complexity of the trait itself could
be a reason for inflated distribution on QQ plot, and
using the correct null phenotype is suggested when
evaluating distribution of test statistic under the null
hypothesis.
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